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Which type of  resource 
available? 

�  Computing power 
�  Fast acess storage (SSD) 
�  Software licenses (commercial application) 
�  Mass Storage (Lustre) 
�  Long-term storage (tape) 
�  KSL expertise 



Where to ask for resource? 

�  Computing power = core x hour = project application 
�  Fast acess storage (SSD) = Burst Buffer application 
�  Software licenses = token or group permission = project application 
�  Mass Storage (Lustre) = TB (20 per default) in project application 
�  Long-term storage (tape) = transparent 
�  KSL expertise = in project application 



One at a time… 
to guaranty performance and restitution time 

�  Computing power = core x hour = project application 
�  Fast acess storage (SSD) = Burst Buffer application 

�  Software licences (token) 
�  Mass Storage (Lustre) = TB (20 per default) in project application 
�  Long-term storage (tape) = transparent 
�  KSL expertise = in project application 



As it comes, no particular sharing strategy… 
more difficult to plan and to schedule 

�  Computing power = core x hour = project application 
�  Fast acess storage (SSD) = Burst Buffer application 
�  Software licences (group permission) 
�  Mass Storage (Lustre) = project application 
�  Long-term storage (tape) = transparent 
�  KSL expertise = in project application 



It’s our job to help you… 

we will schedule it! 

�  Computing power = core x hour = project application 
�  Fast acess storage (SSD) = Burst Buffer application 
�  Mass Storage (Lustre) = TB (20 per default) in project application 
�  Long-term storage (tape) = transparent 
�  KSL expertise = in project application 

help@hpc.kaust.edu.sa 
training@hpc.kaust.edu.sa 
gpu_users@lists.hpc.kaust.edu.sa 
bb_users@lists.hpc.kaust.edu.sa 
…. 
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Why scheduling?... 
…to optimize shared resource use. 

http://erikjohanssonphoto.com/work/tetris/ 
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Resources available : nodes, memory, disk space…. 
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On Shaheen 2 and Noor 2  : SLURM 

4 nodes 

20  
mins 

6174 nodes availables 
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In order to run the big job, the 
scheduler has to make some 
room on the machine. Some 

empty space appears  
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10 H 

24 H 

fits 

Only jobs small enough will fit in 
the gap… 

It’s your best interest to set a 
realistic job duration 

18 H 



Why scheduling?... 

…to optimize shared resource use. 
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On Shaheen 2 and Noor 2  : SLURM 
       Same principle with PBS, LoadLeveler, Sun GridEngine…. 

4 nodes 

20  
mins 

6174 nodes availables 



The concept of  backfilling 

In order to run the big job, 
the scheduler has to make 

some room on the machine. 
Some empty space appears  
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fits 

Only jobs small enough will fit 
in the gap… 

It’s your best interest to set 
a realistic job duration 
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�  Shaheen II has  
�  6,174 compute nodes 
�  Each node having 2 sockets 
�  Each socket having 16 Cores 
�  Each core having 2 

HyperThreads 
�              (choice by default) 

 
�  à 197, 568 cores 
�  à Double of  threads 
�       = SLURM CPU 
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36 racks of  compute nodes 

workq 
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Shaheen II’s Resources 



Shaheen II’s Resources 

Scheduler view 

Slurm counts in threads:   1 Slurm CPU is a Thread 



Outline 

•  Resources available  
•  Why Scheduling ? 
•  What are the main steps of an HPC Computation? 
•  The scheduling process, most often used SLURM commands 
•  How to place my program on allocated Resource ? 
•  SLURM interesting features 
•    
•     → comprehensive example in the application talk! 



Steps to run a job 

1.  Listing available resource : sinfo or smap 
2.  Acquiring resources asking SLURM to make 

available what you need : sbatch or salloc 
3.  Waiting for the resource to be scheduled : squeue, 

scontrol 
4.  Using the resource : srun 
5.  Releasing the resource : scancel 
6.  Tracking my resource use : sacct 
 



Listing Resources :  

sinfo  

Slurm  CPU is an Hyperthread 
Status of  each node in 
the partition 

Name of 
the partition 

Job limits in  
size and duration 

Among all the nodes avaiblable, 30 of  them will  
accept 1-node computation jobs for a duration of  72 hours 



Acquiring resources : 

sbatch 

�  sbatch  job.sh 
�  sbatch – p debug  job.sh 
�  Minimum request : 

�  1 full node (the same 
node cannot be used by 
two different jobs) 

�  1 minute 

#!/bin/bash 
#SBATCH --partition=workq 
#SBATCH --job-name=my_job 
#SBATCH --output=out.txt 
#SBATCH --error=err.txt 
#SBATCH –nodes=32 
#SBATCH --ntasks-per-node=32 
#SBATCH --time=hh:mm:ss (or dd-hh:mm) 
 
 
cd WORKING_DIR 
srun –n 1024 a.out 
…. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Parallel run 
on the compute 
nodes 

File   job.sh 



Display resource 

smap, sview 

Copyright 2013-2015 SchedMD LLC
http://www.schedmd.com

 

smap on Cray (3-D torus)



Acquiring interactive resources  

salloc 

�  salloc  -ntasks=4 –time=10:00 
�  Used to get a resource allocation and use it interactively 

from your computer terminal 
 
 
à example given in application talk  



Monitoring resources : 

squeue 

�  squeue : lists all jobs queued (can be long…) 
�  squeue –u <my_login> (only my jobs, much faster) 
�  squeue  –l (queue displayed in more detailed 

format) 
 
 
 
 
�  squeue --start (display expected starting time) 
�  squeue -i60 
�       reports currently active jobs every 60 seconds  
    à warning 1 : 1 SLURM CPU = 1 Hyperthread 

    à warning 2:  on the number of  CPUs printed for a high 

number : it’s truncated! 197, 568 CPUS will read 19758 



Monitoring resources : 

scontrol show job  

�  scontrol show job jobID 
 



Managing already allocated 
resources 

scancel <job_id> 
     kills a given job 
  
scancel --user=<login> --state=pending 
     kills all pending jobs of  the user <login> 
  
sstat <job_id> 
     details job status 
  
sattach <job_id> 
     Connect to I/O streams of  a running job 
     Can be used to “steer” running jobs from various terminals  
  
sacct  
     Report accounting information by individual job core-hours  
  
sb kxxx 

 Report accounting information for the whole project 



Outline 

•  Resources available  
•  Why Scheduling ? 
•  What are the main steps of  an HPC Computation? 
•  The scheduling process, most often used SLURM 

commands 
•  How to place my program on allocated Resource ? 
•  SLURM interesting features 
  
•     → comprehensive example in the application talk! 



1 Shaheen II nodes 



1 Shaheen II nodes 

2 Hyperthreads per core 

1 Hyperthread 

1 node x 2 sockets x 16 cores x 2 hyperthreads = 64 hyperthreads 



1 Shaheen II nodes 

2 Hyperthreads per core 

1 Hyperthread 

srun  my_program.exe 



srun → spawning my program to 
the resource 

1 Hyperthread 

srun  my_program.exe 

     1 MPI process        



1 Shaheen II nodes 

2 Hyperthreads per core 

1 Hyperthread 

srun --ntasks 32 my_program.exe 



srun → spawning my program to 
the resource 

1 Hyperthread 

srun --ntasks 32 my_program.exe 

     1 MPI process        



srun → spawning my program to 
the resource 

1 Hyperthread 

srun --ntasks 32 my_program.exe 

     1 MPI process        



srun → spawning my program to 
the resource 

1 Hyperthread 

srun --hint=nomultithread  

         --ntasks 32 my_program.exe 

     1 MPI process        



srun → pinning my program to 
the resource 

1 Hyperthread 

srun --hint=nomultithread  

         --ntasks 8 my_program.exe 

     1 MPI process        



srun → pinning my program to 
the resource 

1 Hyperthread 

srun --hint=nomultithread  

         --ntasks 8 my_program.exe 

     1 MPI process        



srun → pinning my program to 
the resource 

1 Hyperthread 

srun --hint=nomultithread  

         --ntasks 8 my_program.exe 

     1 MPI process        



srun → pinning my program to 
the resource 

1 Hyperthread 

srun –hint=nomultithread --cpu-bind=cores  

         --ntasks 8 my_program.exe 

     1 MPI process        



srun → pinning my program to 
the resource 

1 Hyperthread 

srun –hint=nomultithread --cpu-bind=cores  

         --ntasks 8 my_program.exe 

     1 MPI process        



srun → spreading my program 
on the resource 

1 Hyperthread 

srun –hint=nomultithread --cpu-bind=cores  

         --ntasks 8 my_program.exe 

     1 MPI process        

16 GB 

variables prog 

prog 16 GB 16 GB 16 GB 16 GB 16 GB 16 GB 16 GB 



srun → spreading my program 
on the resource 

1 Hyperthread 

srun –hint=nomultithread --ntasks-per-socket=4 

         --ntasks 8 my_program.exe 

     1 MPI process        

16 GB 

variables prog 

prog 16 GB 16 GB 16 GB 16 GB 16 GB 16 GB 16 GB 



Job.sh 

Slurm counts in threads:   1 Slurm CPU is a Thread 

Slurm 
Control 

parameters 

Script 
Command 



Job.sh 

Slurm counts in threads:   1 Slurm CPU is a Thread 

Name of the job in the queue 
Output file name for the job 
Error file name for the job 
Requested number of tasks 
Requested ellapse time 
partition 
Group to be charged 



Job.sh 

Slurm counts in threads:   1 Slurm CPU is a Thread 



Job.out 

Slurm counts in threads:   1 Slurm CPU is a Thread 



Job.err 

Slurm counts in threads:   1 Slurm CPU is a Thread 



Job.out 

Slurm counts in threads:   1 Slurm CPU is a Thread 



Job.err 

Slurm counts in threads:   1 Slurm CPU is a Thread 



Outline 

•  Resources available  
•  Why Scheduling ? 
•  What are the main steps of  an HPC Computation? 
•  The scheduling process, most often used SLURM 

commands 
•  How to place my program on allocated Resource ? 
•  SLURM interesting features 
  
•     → comprehensive example in the application talk! 



Environment Variables 



SLURM’s interesting features 

�  Job arrays 
�  Job dependency 
�  Email on job state transition 
�  Reservation (with the help of  sysadmin) 
�  Flexible scheduling : the job will run with the set of  

parameters with which it can start soonest 
�  sbatch –partition=debug,batch  
�  sbatch –nodes=16-32 ...  
�  sbatch –time=10:00:00 –time-min=4:00:00 ...  

 



Launching hundreds of  jobs… 

Submit and manage collection of  similar jobs easily  
To submit 50,000 element job array: 
  

sbatch –array=1-50000 -N1 -i my_in_%a -o my_out_%a job.sh 
 “%a” in file name mapped to array task ID (1 – 50000)  
Default standard output: slurm-<job_id>_<task_id>.out  
 
Only supported for batch jobs 

  
 



squeue and scancel commands plus some  
•     scontrol options can operate on entire job array or select task IDs  
•  squeue -r option prints each task ID separately  
 



Outline 

•  Resources available  
•  Why Scheduling ? 
•  What are the main steps of  an HPC Computation? 
•  The scheduling process, most often used SLURM 

commands 
•  How to place my program on allocated Resource ? 
•  SLURM interesting features 
•  KSL Goodies 
•     → comprehensive example in the application talk! 



Breakit (1/3) 
Idea and status 	

l  To	allow	you	to	cope	seamlessly	with	the	limit	
of	800	jobs	

l  No	need	to	change	your	job	array	
l  Breakit	automa=cally	monitors	the	process	for	
you	without	running	on	the	login	node	→	you	
can	logout	

l  →	version	0.1	→	first	version	(june	2016)	
l  →	version	0.2	→	stable,	as	default	
l  →	version	0.3	→	Implemen=ng	a	–status	(not	
stable	yet)	beta	tested	by	Sean	

l  →	version	0.4	→	Implemen=ng	a	–kill	

How to submit many jobs… 



Slurm way (1/2) 
How to handle it with slurm?	

l  		

            

  Max number 
of jobs in queue You 

Or prog on cdl 

How to submit many jobs… 



Slurm way (2/2) 
How to handle it with slurm 	
l  		

        

    

Max number 
 of jobs in queue You 

Or prog on cdl 

How to submit many jobs… 



Breakit (2/3) 
How does it work? 	
l  		

            

Max number 
    of jobs breakit 

How to submit many jobs… 



Breakit (2/3) 
How does it work? 	
l  		

    

        

Max number 
    of jobs breakit 

How to submit many jobs… 



Breakit (2/3) 
How does it work? 	
l  		

    

        

Max number 
    of jobs Gone! 

Breakit is not 
active anymore! 

How to submit many jobs… 



Breakit (2/3) 
How does it work? 	
l  		

    

        

Max number 
    of jobs Gone !t 

  

The jobs are starting
  

How to submit many jobs… 



Breakit (2/3) 
How does it work? 	
l  		

    

        

Max number 
    of jobs 

  

Jobs just scheduled 
 submit the  
next  jobs with 
a dependency   

How to submit many jobs… 



Breakit (2/3) 
How does it work? 	
l  		

        

Max number 
    of jobs 

First stop are done 
dependency is solved 
Next ones are prending   

How to submit many jobs… 



Breakit (2/3) 
How does it work? 	
l  		

    

      

Max number 
    of jobs 

  

They submit the  
next  jobs with 
a dependency   

How to submit many jobs… 



Breakit (2/3) 
How does it work? 	
l  Instead	of	submiMng	all	the	jobs,	they	are	
submiNed	by	chunks	
-  Chunk	#n	is	running	or	pending	
-  Chunk	#n+1	is	depending	on	Chunk	#n,		

l  Starts	only	when	every	jobs	of	chunk	#n	have	completed	
l  Submit	Chunk	#n+2	seMng	a	dependency	on	Chunk	#	n+1	

l  ….We	did	offload	some	task	from	the	cdl	on	
compute	nodes	;-)		

How to submit many jobs… 



Breakit (3/3) 
How to use it? 	

1) 	Load	the	breakit	module	
1) module	load	breakit	
2) man	breakit	
3) breakit	-h	

2) 	Launch	your	job:	
1) breakit	--job=your.job	–array=<nb	of	jobs>		
2)  														--chunk=<max_nb_of_jobs_in_queue>	

3) 	Manage	it:	
						squeue	-r	-u	<user>	-n	<job_name>	
								scancel		-n	<job_name>	

How to submit many jobs… 



How Decimate checks  
heals workflow	

Job 0 
Relaunches itself 

And Fixes dependency! 

How to submit fault-tolerant jobs… 

Decimate 



How it is coded? 
Breakit case	

#SBATCH … 
#SBATCH ... 

#SBATCH … 
#SBATCH … 
 
User Job 

PRELUDE 

EPILOG 

Submit  
next job in 
the queue. 

      



How it is coded? 
decimate case	

#SBATCH … 
#SBATCH ... 

#SBATCH … 
#SBATCH … 
 
User Job 

PRELUDE 

EPILOG 

Check correctness 
Heal the previous job 

or kill the whole workflow 

Save job result in  
global database 



How it is coded? 
decimate case	

Thank you! 
 

Let’s go for applications’ talk 


